Highly charged droplets of superfluid helium
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We report on the production and study of stable, highly charged droplets of superfluid helium.
Using a novel experimental setup we produce neutral beams of liquid helium nanodroplets containing
millions of atoms or more that can be ionized by electron impact, mass-per-charge selected, and
ionized a second time before being analyzed. Droplets containing up to 55 net positive charges
are identified and the appearance sizes of multiply charge droplets are determined as a function of
charge state. We show that the droplets are stable on the millisecond time scale of the experiment
and decay through the loss of small charged clusters, not through symmetric Coulomb explosions.

Since their introduction several decades ago, liquid
helium nanodroplets have been used to study a wide
range of unusual physical and chemical phenomena [1–
4]. These droplets allow the investigation of superfluid
behavior on the nanoscale, often through probing of the
weak interaction of the helium with a dopant molecule
located within the droplet [2–4]. Alternatively, this weak
interaction with helium can be exploited in spectroscopic
studies of atoms, molecules and their clusters [3, 5, 6].
Recently, experiments have been performed utilizing new
ultrafast diffraction technology to establish the sizes and
shapes of individual helium nanodroplets [7]. However,
the ionization of helium nanodroplets has long thought
to be a largely settled matter, with most studies showing
singly charged cluster ions emanating from droplets subjected to electron ionization [4]. The possibility of creating multiply charged helium droplets has rarely been
considered and there is no prior evidence for species other
than doubly charged droplets [8]. Using a new experimental approach, this study shows that helium droplets
with at least several tens of charges are readily formed
at sufficiently high electron energies and electron currents. Furthermore, these ions are stable on the millisecond timescale of these experiments. Evidence is presented that the charges are distributed as multiple single charge sites across the droplets which are kept apart
by Coulomb repulsion. These multiply charged helium
droplets offer the potential for other new and transformatory experiments, including for the nucleation of clusters
and nanoparticles and as a new means of molecular ion
spectroscopy based on helium tagging.
Neutral He droplets are formed in the expansion of He
gas (Messer, 99.9999% purity) with stagnation pressure
of 20–25 bar through a 5 µm nozzle orifice in a copper
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block that is mounted to the second stage of a closed circuit cryocooler. The temperature of the nozzle can be
controlled down to 4.2 K and depending on the temperature, different mechanisms will dictate the size distribution of the droplets that are formed [2]. The droplets pass
through a skimmer on their way into the first ionization
source where they are ionized by the impact of electrons
with kinetic energies up to a few hundred eV. Charged
droplets are then mass-per-charge-selected by a spherical electrostatic analyzer. The m/z-selected charged
droplets can then be ionized further by a second electron impact ionization source. A second electrostatic analyzer, identical to the first one, is then employed to analyze the final mass per charge ratio of the droplets, which
are detected with a single channel electron multiplier detector. The velocity spread of droplets in the beam from
a continuously operated nozzle is exceptionally small and
the average velocity depends strongly on the temperature
of the helium before the expansion. This is used to determine the absolute sizes of our droplets [9, 10]. More
experimental details are given in the supporting information.
Droplets that are produced from the expansion of
cooled and compressed He gas form broad log-normal size
distributions in the size regime (millions of atoms) studied here [4, 11]. In Figure 1a we show two size-per-charge
distributions of He droplets formed under identical conditions, but where the current and energy of electrons
in the first ion source differ. Here, droplets were ionized
by electrons with kinetic energies of 22.6 eV and 150 eV,
respectively, with the latter also at a higher electron current. The red dataset shows a broad log-normal size distribution of negatively charged droplets that peaks near 3
million He atoms per unit charge. Since negative charge
centers are heliophobic and form voids in the droplets,
they are readily expelled from the droplets if multiple
charges are present [4, 8]. The distribution of anions can
thus be assumed to mainly contain only singly charged
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FIG. 1. a Mass per charge distributions of cationic He droplets (150 eV electrons at 105.4 µA, blue curve) and anionic droplets
(22.6 eV electrons at 0.3 µA, red curve) by electron bombardment. The droplets were produced under identical conditions with
a 8.5 K nozzle temperature. The lower energy gives a distribution of essentially purely singly charged droplets that peaks near
3 million atoms and closely matches to the neutral distribution. The distribution of positively charged droplets is pushed to
lower mass per charge ratios. b–d Distributions of He droplets that are m/z-selected slices from the blue distribution in panel
a and ionized a second time. The parent ions have sizes of 8.5 × 105 , 1.275 × 106 , and 2.125 × 106 He atoms per charge (indicated
by arrows), respectively, and the products all have rational fractions of the parent mass per charge ratio.

droplets and represent the neutral size distribution. At
the higher electron energy, multiple positive charges may
be formed in the He droplets. This increases the energy
deposited into the droplets, which could cause them to
boil off He atoms and shrink in size. However, as will
be discussed, the dominant mechanism is the accumulation of charges in the droplets that leads to a decrease in
their mass per charge ratio and, if the charge density is
high enough, to the ejection of low mass fragment ions.
The blue dataset shows that this leads to an apparent
size distribution that, while still close to log-normal in
shape, now peaks at less than 1 million He atoms per
unit charge.
A novel feature of the experimental setup is that we
can mass-select droplets after the first ionization source
and let them interact with energetic electrons for a second
time. In Figures 1b, c, and d, we show some illustrative
distributions of charged He droplets that have been m/zselected, with narrow size distributions of about 8.5×105 ,
1.3 × 106 , and 2.1 × 106 He atoms per charge, respectively. All three of these distributions were produced in
the same way from the same initial distribution, with
150 eV electrons in the first ionization source and 200 eV
electrons in the second (at 105.4 µA and 197.1 µA, respectively). Now, instead of the intact distributions being
shifted continuously towards lower masses, we see a series
of narrow peaks (FWHMs ∼3% of mass per charge ratio, limited by experimental resolution) centered around
rational fractions of the mass per charge ratio of the parent clusters. While one might expect that this effect is
caused by the nearly symmetrical fission of large mul-

tiply charged droplets into smaller droplets with lower
charge states, this is not what we are actually observing.
Instead, we find that these peaks result from stable, multiply charged droplets. The fractional relative mass per
charge ratios of the droplets correspond to the ratios between the charge state of the parent droplet and those of
the daughter droplets, zp /zd , which remain intact after
the second ionizing process. By tuning the settings of the
two ion sources, as well as the mass per charge ratio of
the parent droplets that are selected after the first ionization process, we can discern parent and daughter droplets
with up to several tens of charges that give a range of
different rational fractions of the parent mass per charge
ratio. It is the wide range of higher charge states present
in the parent droplets and the overlap of the numerous
daughter droplets with different charge stats that are responsible for the broad features seen below the the narrow peaks. Interestingly, all three panels show a pileup
of peaks around the same mass per charge ratio, about
3 × 105 He atoms per charge. This specific value depends
on the experimental conditions, but the trend is easily
reproducible in different measurements and is a result of
the different electron impact cross sections of droplets in
the sample.
In Figure 2a we show mass spectra from m/z-selected
parent droplets containing 3.8 × 106 He atoms per charge
(formed by 40 eV electrons in the first ion source) that
have been impacted a second time with electrons at kinetic energies of 22 eV and 80 eV, respectively. The different setting used compared to Figure 1 were chosen to best
highlight the buildup of discrete charges in the selected
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FIG. 2. a Mass-per-charge-selected (3.8 × 106 He atoms per charge from 7 K nozzle) droplets ionized a second time with 80 eV
(blue) and 22 eV (red) electrons. The higher energy leads mainly to an increase in charge state and narrow peaks with mass
per charge ratios at distinct rational fractions of the parent. At 22 eV, the droplets are for the most part partially neutralized
by helium anions, causing their mass per charge ratios to increase. b Wider range spectrum which shows that parent droplets
containing up to 12 charges have had their net charge state reduced to +1. Peaks at half-integer positions show that droplets
containing up to at least 17 charges have had their net charge reduced to +2.

droplets. At the higher energy, the impacting electrons
may produce several He+ ions (IE(He) = 24.6 eV) along
their trajectory through a droplet, resulting in an increase in the net positive charge. As the parent droplets
carry several different charge states, all with the same
mass per charge ratio, the result is a swarm of different
daughter peaks. For example, the peak at 1/4 is formed
by the ions selected in the first mass selection stage having their net charge increase by a factor of 4 by the subsequent ionization in the second stage. The close match
between daughter peak position and rational fractions of
the parent is remarkable and suggests that little evaporation of helium takes place in these secondary charging
events. Some of the most prominent narrow peaks are
visible at mass per charge ratios relative to the parents
of 3/4, 2/3, 1/2, 1/3, and 1/4, although several other
peaks are clearly visible at other fractions.
When lower energy electrons are used to impact the
m/z-selected He droplets it is possible to neutralize and
reduce their charge states. This can be seen from the red
curves in Figures 2a and 2b. Here, the energy of the electrons from the second ionization source has been tuned to
below the ionization threshold of He. At this energy the
electrons may lose energy as they scatter off of the neutral He, forming electronically excited He∗ . The slowed
electrons, which form voids in the droplets, or the He∗−
that are formed by the capture of the slow electrons by
He∗ [12], may then neutralize positive charge centers in
the parent droplets, effectively increasing their mass per
charge ratios. Numerous examples of multiply charged
droplets having their net charge reduced are clearly seen
in Figures 2a and 2b where several peaks with mass per

charge ratios with rational numbers greater than one
are visible. The peaks with integer values are predominantly from daughter droplets with a charge state of +1,
originating from parents with up to 12 charges, all with
the same initial mass per charge. Likewise, several halfinteger peaks (up to at least 8.5 times the mass per charge
ratio of the parent) are visible from even larger daughter
droplets that still contain two positive charges.
There is a general consensus that the charge centers
of multiply charged He droplets are promptly ejected as
small He+
n clusters [13], leaving at most a single charge
in the remaining droplet. In the present measurements
we resolve and identify multiply charged He droplets containing up several tens of positive charges, presumably in
the form of solvated He+
n cores [13–15]. In Figure 3 we
show the appearance sizes of droplets for a range of high
charge states. We find that the critical size of a droplet
that can contain a given number of charges scales with
the square of the radius of the droplet (determined by assuming spherical geometries and using the mean density
of bulk superfluid He). This dependence could indicate
that the appearance size of a multiply charged droplet
scales with the cross section of the ionization processes.
Another possibility is that the critical size is dictated
by the multiple charges residing on the surface of the
droplets, as would be expected for highly mobile interacting charge centers.
Doubly charged He droplets have been reported previously by Fárnı́k et al. [8], who identified a threshold
size of approximately 2 × 105 He atoms for observing
these ions. In our measurements we find a significantly
smaller appearance size. For the doubly charged droplets
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balls around the center of the droplets where the density
is lowered, which could ultimately lead to an empty void
forming in the center akin to a soap bubble.
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we measure a minimum size of (1.00 ± 0.05) × 105 atoms
and our threshold for triply charged droplets is (1.63 ±
0.08) × 105 . The largest systems we have measured the
appearance sizes for are droplets containing 55 charges,
the smallest of which consists of (9.35±0.47)×106 atoms.
The reason for the discrepancy in appearance size between our measurements and those by Fárnı́k et al. [8] is
unclear, but could be the result of limitations in the older
experiments (e.g. fixed electron energy). Using a classical
liquid droplet model, Echt et al. determined the critical
size of He droplets containing up to 4 positive charges to
be about 2 × 105 atoms [16]. Within this framework, for
droplets with continuous charge distributions, the critical sizes of higher charge states can be determined as
n(z) = z 2 /(zc2 /nc ), where nc is the known critical size
of droplets with zc charges [17]. With this, the predicted appearance size of droplets containing 55 charges
is 3.8 × 107 He atoms, about four times larger than the
experimentally measured limit. This discrepancy is consistent with results for multiply charged Ne droplets [18]
where it was explained by quantum effects and discrete
charge distributions in the real droplets. The comparison with the model and previous results with charge rare
gas droplets suggests that the cohesive forces in the He
droplets are enough to explain the stability of our highly
charged systems [18]. Above the charge states shown in
Figure 3, larger droplets with even higher charge states
are expected to remain stable but unresolved in our measurements as the mass per charge selected, singly charged
parent droplets used will be too heavy to be deflected
in our electrostatic sectors. Based on the source settings, the largest droplets we can produce are expected
to have radii greater than 1 µm (> 1010 He atoms), which
could contain many thousands of charges. Noteworthy is
that we find no evidence for ongoing droplet decay after the highly charged droplets are produced, indicating
that they are indeed stable on the ms timescale of our
experiment.
For a spherical droplet containing more than a few tens
of thousands of atoms, charges produced by the electron
impact will initially be situated near the surface facing
the electron source [14]. However, the charges will be
highly mobile in the superfluid and should swiftly restructure to minimize the total repulsion energy. The
positions of the charge centers in the stable, multiply
charged droplets could therefore be considered to be similar to the solutions of the Thomson problem of point
charges confined in a sphere [19], as has been shown for
mobile charges in other liquids [20]. Droplets with an
overabundance of charges appear to behave similar to
classical liquids as they approach the Rayleigh stability
limit [21], losing only small portions of mass as charges
are expelled [22, 23]. The expelled charged centers likely
consist of small He+
n units in densely packed Atkins snowballs [24], ions that are commonly found in experiments
limited to studying lower masses [4, 25, 26]. Given the
low interaction energy of He atoms, it is also possible that
the charges lead to a shell of densely packed He+
n snow-
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FIG. 3. Plot of the droplet charge state versus the square
of the minimum droplet radius needed to form that particular charge state. The red curve is a fit to the experimental
data. The horizontal error bars originate from the statistical uncertainties in determining the sizes of the droplets and
the vertical bars from the uncertainties in the appearance of
specific charge numbers amongst the series of higher charge
states.

In experiments where neutral He droplets are doped
with atomic or molecular species and then ionized, the
small charged products that can be studied there appear to only constitute a fraction of the overall charge,
since these new results show that a large number of the
charges remain in the droplets. This opens the door
to new experimental techniques where multiply charged
droplets are seeded with dopants. For example, charged
droplets could be used as a weakly interacting matrix
for ion spectroscopy where, a single droplet can provide
multiple, separated ion nucleation sites. This approach
has the potential to provide a new form of spectroscopic
experiments facilitated by helium-tagging and promises
high signal levels because of the multiple sites available
in each droplet. Each charge center can also be used as a
distinct nucleation site for the production of clusters and
nanoparticles. Since the cross section of the multiply
charged droplets can be selected before dopant pickup,
the size distribution of particles grown in this way can
be narrowed and more finely tuned compared to the case
when neutral droplets of random sizes are used to capture gas phase building blocks and grow nanoparticles
and nanowires.
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